STEP 1
Visit Albany Public Library’s [Research Databases page](#), and click on the link for [NewsBank: America’s News](#).

STEP 2
Users inside Albany Public Library locations, as well as those using our WiFi, will enjoy immediate access; individuals using this service from outside APL will be prompted to enter an Albany Public Library card number. This number must start with 21182. Remote access is provided only to Albany Public Library card holders.

STEP 3
Choose from 3 sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A full-color digital replica of the print issue.</td>
<td>Full-Text articles (no photos) from 3/1/1986 onward. Full-Text obituaries (no photos) from 1993 onward, sometimes earlier.</td>
<td>Full-text (no photos) of additional local articles, letters to the editor, and opinion pieces usually found on the Times Union website, but not in their print issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**LEAF PEERING TOURS TAKE A HIT**

Add tour bus companies to the list of businesses hurt by the coronavirus pandemic. Along with hotels, restaurants and airlines in New York City, which are major destinations for Capital Region tour operators, tour operators are scaling back plans and expectations for the annual fall foliage tour business, which typically starts in September and runs through October.

Lesson learned:

*Add tour bus companies to the list of businesses hurt by the coronavirus pandemic. Along with hotels, restaurants and airlines in New York City, which are major destinations for Capital Region tour operators, tour operators are scaling back plans and expectations for the annual fall foliage tour business, which typically starts in September and runs through October.*

While the full-color, across-the-board networking Verizon will likely be as brilliant as ever, business owners and the need for social distancing has skewed the online ticketing operators. Also gathering has been viewed as a trip companies that take people along the Hudson River and Erie Canal to see the colorful fall trees.

*It will probably be a quarter of what we A,“ said Crystal DeLeonardis, tour director for Work Tours, one of at least three local Capital Region charter bus companies that run foliage tours and other excursions. They still plan to offer foliage tours but have been at half capacity to ensure social distancing, and many of the destinations or tour options they usually have aren’t open due to the pandemic.*

Their popular trip to the Green Mountains Railway in Chester, Vt., for a scenic train ride is canceled because the railway has halted operations since the arrival of COVID-19.

**Letter: Sheehan should be supported in decision to remove Schuyler statue**

I lived in the city of Albany for 12 years and in the nearby area for the rest and wouldn't have told you about the existence of a statue of Philip Schuyler in front of City Hall. If it is removed, it will have no effect on my future experiences with and visits to Albany. I admit to having feelings of resentment that a statue in a monument to a historical figure who contributed greatly to establish our nation would no longer be present in our state’s capital city. I think we have to respect Mayor Kathy Sheehan’s authority to make any decisions to remove the statue on the basis of the negative reflections of Schuyler’s character related to slavery ownership and equality, even if it goes against a majority of opinion. I think she is trying to make a relevant and important expression that speaks more constructively to how we should perceive and act today. We all can get a little too wrapped up and precious about our history sometimes, which keeps us from moving forward (for example, we still use the assignment, unfairly weighted electoral college system to elect our presidents). After all, somehow, Albany got by without the statue up until 1925.
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